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	This is the first annual report of the School Support Staff Negotiating Body (SSSNB) covering the calendar year since SSSNB was established on 7 July 2009.

	The statutory SSSNB was established under the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009 effective from 12 January 2010.

	The SSSNB operates in accordance with constitutional arrangements made by the Secretary of State.

	SSSNB has agreed procedural arrangements and has received a referral letter from the previous Secretary of State (July 2009).

	SSSNB timescales were extended to allow submission of agreements by 1 April 2011.

	Work on a core contract of employment for school support staff has been extended to the production of a Support Staff Terms and Conditions Handbook.

	The Sides continue to negotiate a methodology to define the working year for support staff.

	With consultancy support, SSSNB has produced:

o	100 draft national role profiles to support the agreed job matching process;
o	A bespoke job evaluation scheme;
o	A methodology and handbook to test the matching process in local authorities and schools;
o	An implementation plan through to April 2012.

	The Sides continue to negotiate on options for a new pay and grading structure.








1.1	This is the first annual report of the School Support Staff Negotiating Body (SSSNB). It covers the period from 7 July 2009 to 6 July 2010, the first calendar year of SSSNB’s operation. It provides a commentary on setting up the body, how we conduct our business and progress on the matters referred to the body by the previous Secretary of State.
Background and requirement for the annual report
1.2	SSSNB was set up in 2009 to reach and submit agreements to establish a national pay and conditions framework for school support staff. Further background information on school support staff in England can be found at Annex A.

1.3	SSSNB is required to prepare an annual report on the performance of its functions for the Secretary of State for Education. This requirement is set out in Schedule 15 of the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009 (the ASCL09 Act) which states in paragraph 5 that:

(1)	The SSSNB’s constitutional arrangements must provide for the SSSNB to prepare a report, in respect of each successive period of 12 months beginning on the day on which it is established, about the performance of its functions in that period. 
(2)	The arrangements may – 
(a)	require the SSSNB to send copies of the report to specified persons;
(b)	require the SSSNB otherwise to publish the report in a specified manner.
 
1.4	This wording is repeated in the SSSNB constitution​[1]​ which adds that “the SSSNB shall…present that report to the Secretary of State” (Paragraph 25). 

1.5	For 2009-10, the requirement was specified in the previous Secretary of State’s referral letter of 29 July 2009 (see Annex B) which states: “The first annual report must cover the period 7 July 2009 to 6 July 2010 and a hard copy of that report should be submitted to me by 6 August 2010”.

2.	Setting up the body
Background
2.1	Separate negotiating machinery for school support staff derived initially from the 2003 Workforce Agreement​[2]​ between Government, employers and school workforce unions. The agreement sought to tackle teachers’ workload and recognised the contribution the roles of support staff could make to the achievement of this objective. New negotiating machinery on a national framework was trailed in the 2005 Education White Paper​[3]​. In June 2006, the Support Staff Working Group (a sub-group of the Workforce Agreement Monitoring Group comprising employers, unions, the Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCSF), and the Training and Development Agency) was tasked by the then Minister of State for Schools to undertake detailed work on models for new negotiating machinery, a common contract of employment, standardised job descriptions and a method of conversion to salaries, and improved career progression.

2.2	In September 2007, the SSSNB was formally announced and the independent chair, Philip Ashmore, appointed in September 2008. The then Secretary of State confirmed SSSNB would be set up to negotiate pay and conditions of support staff in maintained schools (in England) and it would “give a bigger voice to more than 300,000 school support staff”. The national framework would “still allow employers sufficient flexibility to meet local needs”.

2.3	In April 2009, the then Secretary of State invited nominations for membership of the SSSNB from employers (Local Government Association, Foundation and Aided Schools National Association, Church of England and the Catholic Education Service) and unions (Unison, GMB and Unite the Union). DCSF (since May 2010 – the Department for Education) officials in their capacity of representing the Secretary of State and the Training and Development Agency are non-voting members. All invitees accepted membership of the body. SSSNB’s constitution was finalised in June 2009 and the first matters referred to it by the Secretary of State in July 2009.

Non-statutory body
2.4	Established in July 2009 using the Secretary of State’s prerogative powers, the SSSNB functioned as a non-statutory “shadow” advisory non-departmental public body until it received statutory status in January 2010. In its operation the non-statutory body was identical to the statutory body.

Constitution and referral letter
2.5	SSSNB’s constitution was finalised in June 2009. The constitution covers SSSNB’s functions, scope, membership, independent chair, independent secretariat, fees and expenses, annual reports and specified procedural arrangements. It also provides for SSSNB to determine its own additional procedural arrangements.

2.6	SSSNB’s negotiations derive from the matters in the referral letter from the previous Secretary of State. This letter, dated 29 July 2009, set out specific requirements for the body which focused on reaching agreements on the following matters for submission to the Secretary of State by 28 May 2010:
	Producing a core contract of employment to cover remuneration, duties and working time; 
	Designing national job profiles to cover core support staff roles;
	Developing and producing a method for converting those job roles profiles into a salary structure; and
	Devising a strategy to effectively implement the national pay and conditions’ framework in all schools maintained by local authorities in England including managing both transition and steady state.

2.7	The referral letter also asked the body to have regard to 11 factors in considering the matters for agreement. The full letter is reproduced at Annex B and a summary of progress against the matters referred can be found in Section 4 of this report.

Statutory body
2.8	SSSNB was established as a statutory body under the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act which received Royal Assent on 12 November 2009. The relevant provisions of the Act​[4]​ – Part 10 Chapter 4 and Schedule 15 – came into effect on 12 January 2010. 

2.9	Sections 227-241 of the Act set out SSSNB’s remit, how the Secretary of State can refer to SSSNB matters within that remit and factors for it to “have regard to”. These sections also cover how SSSNB should either submit any agreement to the Secretary of State or notify the Secretary of State of a failure to do so (and how SSSNB might consider matters not referred to it by the Secretary of State). 

2.10	The options available to the Secretary of State on submission of an SSSNB agreement are set out from Section 229 onwards. These include: making an order ratifying the agreement; referring it back to SSSNB for reconsideration; making an order requiring specified persons to “have regard to” the agreement; or making an order on a matter to which an agreement relates otherwise than in the terms of the SSSNB agreement.

2.11	Section 240 provides a definition of school support staff and section 241 a list of the types of maintained schools that SSSNB covers. Schedule 15 of the Act covers the SSSNB constitution, membership, proceedings, administrative support, annual reports, and fees and expenses.

Revisions to the constitution
2.12	Under Schedule 15 of the ASLC09 Act the previous Secretary of State wrote to SSSNB member organisations on 28 January 2010 to consult them on minor revisions to the SSSNB constitution. The revisions were to reflect the changes of SSSNB’s status to a statutory non-departmental public body and removed a reference to groups excluded from the definition of “support staff”, which was instead set out in Regulations​[5]​. In addition, revisions clarified that the constitution set out the “principal” functions of the independent chair rather than all functions. The revised SSSNB constitution was published on 1 April 2010.

Revised timescales
2.13	On 30 March 2010, the independent chair wrote to the Secretary of State (see Annex C) advising that the body was unlikely to submit agreements by 28 May 2010. The chair explained that the body had identified the following four essential steps that needed to be completed before an agreement could be submitted:
	An employers’ business case for implementation costs by 14 September 2010;
	Testing SSSNB’s job evaluation method by October 2010;
	Negotiations on the pay and conditions framework by 14 December 2010;
	Consultation on agreements by Trade Unions and Employers by February 2011.

2.14	The independent chair confirmed that completion of the above would allow submission of agreements to the Secretary of State by 1 April 2011.

2.15	On 4 April 2010, the then Secretary of State extended the deadline for submission of SSSNB agreements from 28 May 2010 to 1 April 2011 (see Annex C). 

Remit discussions
2.16	The matters within SSSNB’s remit are set out in Section 228 of Chapter 4 in Part 10 of the ASCL09 Act. Section 228(1) defines the matters as those relating to: 
(a)	the remuneration of school support staff, or
(b)	conditions of employment relating to the duties or working time of school support staff.

2.17	During the SSSNB’s first year of operation there was extensive discussion among member organisations of its remit. In July 2009, DCSF agreed to assist SSSNB to identify whether certain matters were within the remit and members agreed to raise any areas they considered to be outside the remit. In November 2009, the ASCL09 Act defined the remit as above. Subsequently, DCSF advice suggested that, contrary to SSSNB members’ understanding, the majority of terms and conditions under negotiation within the core contract were outside the remit and only job title, remuneration and working hours remained.





3.1	The SSSNB constitution sets out the main procedural arrangements and also provides for SSSNB to determine further procedural arrangements. These are contained in SSSNB’s additional procedural arrangements​[6]​ and cover: SSSNB meetings; working groups; minutes; Freedom of Information publication scheme; SSSNB independent secretariat; and finance. 

3.2	Under its additional procedural arrangements the Full SSSNB would meet a minimum of quarterly each year. The sides representing school support staff (Trade Union Side) and school support staff employers (Employer Side) would each appoint a Joint Secretary or Secretaries.

Set up and terms of reference for Executive Group and Working Groups
3.3	At the initial meeting of the Full SSSNB on 7 July 2009, member organisations agreed to a three-tier approach to managing its business: the Full SSSNB; an Executive Group; and two Working Groups. See Annex D for further information on the SSSNB Working Groups.

Activity 2009-10
3.4	In addition to extensive discussions on the SSSNB remit, two further issues provided the background to SSSNB negotiations in 2009-10. First, consideration of a new pay and conditions framework was set in the context of affordability, government savings in public sector expenditure and public sector pay restraint. Against this background, SSSNB members agreed that accurate data was required on the implementation and paybill costs for a new pay and conditions framework. Second, the Employers’ Side explained in October 2009 that the employers they represent continued to have reservations about the establishment of separate negotiating machinery for support staff, a matter they had raised with Ministers on a number of occasions. However, the Employers’ Side stated that they would continue to participate positively and in good faith in the SSSNB, its Executive Group and Working Groups.

3.5	The independent chair submitted two interim reports on SSSNB progress to the previous Secretary of State in the reporting period. These are at Annex E. Progress against the matters referred by the previous Secretary of State is summarised in Section 4 of this report.

3.6	The requirement for the first interim report was set out in the previous Secretary of State’s referral letter and it was submitted on 1 December 2009. The report provided a detailed account of progress on the matters within the referral letter and activities of the SSSNB and its Working Groups. The report also highlighted concern that a narrow interpretation of the SSSNB’s remit would impede the development of a core contract for school support staff and set out the Employers’ position on the SSSNB process. 

3.7	The then Secretary of State requested the independent chair to submit a further interim report by March 2010.  This provided a further update on progress explaining that SSSNB continued to make significant progress on the matters referred but that the extent of the SSSNB statutory remit remained unresolved. It also highlighted that agreements were unlikely to be reached by the deadline of 28 May 2010. 

SSSNB meetings
3.8	Between 7 July 2009 and 6 July 2010, SSSNB held 45 meetings as follows:
	Full SSSNB: 4;
	Executive Group: 13;
	Core Contract and Working Year Working Group: 13; and
	Role Profiles and Job Measurement Working Group: 15.

3.9	In addition, there were:
	16 Role Profiles and Job Measurement workshops;
	5 consultancy support steering group meetings;
	1 information group meeting; and 
	4 communication strategy meetings.

Outputs and information supplied 
3.10	SSSNB member organisations and the secretariat have produced the following information and papers to support SSSNB’s business in 2009-10:
	Additional procedural arrangements for the Full SSSNB and terms of reference for the Executive and Working Groups;
	4 Information Packs – providing data on workforce, schools, support staff pay, paybill and research;
	Employers’ Side and TU Side papers on “national consistency and local flexibility”;
	DCSF papers on SSSNB’s remit;
	Detailed papers on the Sides’ positions on the working year;
	Detailed papers on clauses under the core contract and 6 draft versions of the core contract;
	5 drafts of the Terms and Conditions Handbook;
	2 business cases to DCSF for consultancy support;
	Documentation to support the procurement of external consultancy (e.g. specification, evaluation criteria and evaluation assessments);
	Draft sets of 100 support staff role profiles;
	A bespoke job evaluation scheme (with factors, levels and accompanying definitions);
	A job matching and evaluation handbook;
	A framework for testing role profiles and the matching process in local authorities and schools;
	An implementation plan through to April 2012 (including provisional implementation costs);
	A communications strategy and plan for 2010-11;
	Website pages and background documentation; and
	A description of SSSNB information requirements.

Commissioned research – Phase 1 and 2
3.11	During early Full SSSNB, Executive Group and Working Group discussions member organisations agreed that the work programme could only be delivered with consultancy support including technical advice on job evaluation. SSSNB sought financial assistance from DCSF to procure external contractors to meet its commitment to introduce a national pay and conditions framework for school support staff.

3.12	SSSNB prepared a business case for external support which was submitted to the Secretary of State on 7 October 2009. It proposed three phases of activity: Phase 1 – the design and development of agreed national role profiles, a bespoke job measurement system and a recommended programme for testing and implementation; Phase 2 – a pilot exercise to test the robustness of the role profiles and a job measurement system in a sample of schools and local authorities; and Phase 3 – implementation of the new national system subject to Secretary of State approval of SSSNB agreements. The Employers’ Side preferred an independent lead for the procurement of consultancy support for Phases 1 and 2 but accepted responsibility for Phase 3 and for devising a supporting business case. 

3.13	On 13 October 2009, the then Secretary of State agreed to fund the commissioning of consultancy support for Phase 1 and, in principle, for Phase 2. This was conditional on outputs meeting the requirements of the matters and factors referred in the body’s remit, the timing being compatible with the timetable for SSSNB reaching agreements and the need to report on the feasibility of delivering a new system.

3.14	Phases 1 and 2 were project-managed by OME and commissioned under OME’s Framework Agreements which conform to the procurement procedures of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills. The research was guided by a steering group chaired by OME and comprised of representatives of SSSNB member organisations. The research specifications for both phases were signed off by the SSSNB Executive Group and Role Profiles and Job Measurement Working Group. 

Phase 1 – design and development
3.15	PriceWaterhouseCoopers were contracted to undertake Phase 1. They reviewed the 60 national role profiles previously compiled by BCHR and developed a set of around 100 national role profiles for school support staff based on around 850 actual role profiles from 29 local authorities. At a series of workshops with Working Group members they discussed and agreed the detailed content of the role profiles for each of the five job families identified. They also reviewed and amended a draft job evaluation scheme so that it could be used for testing and assisted SSSNB in producing an accompanying handbook. For national implementation they produced a detailed plan setting out options, risks and costs. Phase 1 was completed in March 2010. 

Phase 2 – testing 
3.16	An updated Phase 2 business case was submitted to DCSF on 19 February 2010 and approved. In April 2010, consultants were commissioned by OME to test the role profiles and job matching process between May and October 2010. The testing was to take place in a sample of 10 local authorities (covering the nine English regions) and 750 schools (sampled by type). Participants were to conduct the job matching exercise which aimed to provide extensive information and feedback on the content of the profiles and the process. This information would be used to modify the job evaluation scheme, role profiles and the implementation plan. Following the general election, Phase 2 was put on hold from June 2010 until the new government clarified the future policy direction for determining school support staff pay and conditions.

Communications strategy
3.17	SSSNB established a communications group which proposed a broad strategy to provide stakeholders with information on SSSNB’s role and agreements. The strategy aimed to use existing communication channels through SSSNB members and to provide routes for feedback to the body. To ensure targeting of communications as appropriate, stakeholders were classified in five groups – employers, school management, support staff, bodies affected by SSSNB outcomes and other interested bodies. Communication plans were to be established in three stages: development (May 2010-June 2011); implementation of the new framework (July 2011-April 2012); and steady state (2012 onwards). The plan for the development phase focused on regular newsletters, question and answer briefs, links to the SSSNB website and an “e-alert” system for new information. The Executive Group reviewed and endorsed this approach in May 2010.

3.18	An SSSNB webpage at: www.ome.uk.com (​http:​/​​/​www.ome.uk.com​) was published on the OME website on 7 September 2009 and SSSNB regular joint electronic newsletters published in October and November 2009 and in March 2010. 

4.	Matters referred by the former Secretary of State
Activity under each matter referred
4.1	The following summarises SSSNB’s progress against each of the four matters referred for agreement.

Referral letter matters
Production of a core contract of employment
4.2	SSSNB’s Working Group initially worked during the latter half of 2009 on the detail of a core contract. Since November 2009, this work has been extended to the presentation of agreements within a Support Staff Terms and Conditions Handbook to include the provisions required for contracts of employment. The Working Group has started detailed discussions on the wording of terms and conditions (including a methodology to define the working year) drawing on the earlier core contract work. This is scheduled for conclusion by autumn 2010. The detailed discussions are closely linked to work clarifying SSSNB’s remit and therefore the nature and presentation of the handbook.

National role profiles
4.3	SSSNB agreed that a job-matching approach should be taken requiring the production of national role profiles. Drawing on earlier DCSF research and example profiles from a range of sources, SSSNB, with consultancy support, has finalised around 100 draft national profiles for common support staff roles. These fall into five job families: teaching and learning support; administrative and management; facilities; specialist and technical; and pupil support and welfare. The profiles include key and additional duties to accommodate variations (e.g. in responsibility for staff) and thereby maximise the numbers to be matched. These profiles were scheduled to be tested in local authorities and schools in summer 2010 including the testing of specific areas for individual profiles identified by the Working Group. Alongside testing, the national profiles were to be shared with interested organisations. The testing schedule was put on hold in June 2010.

Method to convert profiles into a salary structure
4.4	SSSNB agreed the principle of a bespoke job evaluation scheme to reflect the nature of the support staff workforce. The scheme was modified from earlier DCSF research with SSSNB further developing the factors, levels and definitions. The scheme underpinned the matching process by scoring national role profiles (see above) but allowed for individual evaluations for non-matching roles. SSSNB’s Working Group, with consultancy support, assessed and scored the role profiles against the scheme. The testing phase with local authorities and schools was designed to focus on effectiveness of the matching process. The Working Group has produced a testing handbook providing guidance on coverage, the matching process, and handling hybrid and multiple contracts. The Employers’ and Trade Union Sides have commenced negotiations on options for a new pay and grading structure which will draw on the outcomes of scored profiles. The structure is to be agreed by autumn 2010.

Strategy to implement the pay and conditions framework




5.1	Following the 2010 general election, the Coalition Government published its reform agenda for schools. The Government’s priorities included giving schools greater freedoms with “outstanding” schools offered the opportunity to become Academies. On 3 June 2010, the Department for Education informed the SSSNB independent chair that Ministers were considering the future direction for school support staff pay and conditions in the context of the Government's wider reform agenda for schools. Until Ministers decided on how they wish to proceed in relation to the matters that have been referred to the SSSNB, the Department would be taking a measured approach in relation to SSSNB business. Phase 2 testing activity was also put on hold.
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Annex A – Background information on school support staff in England

	In 2010, there were around 351,300​[7]​ full time equivalent school support staff employed in maintained schools in England – with a headcount of around 490,000​[8]​ in 2009.








	The average English primary school has 11 support staff and the average secondary school 40. There are 21,957 maintained schools in England.

	School support staff occupations fall in five broad job families:

o	Teaching and learning support





	The ASCL09 Act defines school support staff as those employed by local education authorities or governing bodies in maintained schools in England under a contract of employment to work wholly in maintained schools. The definition excludes school teachers and other staff whose contract of employment is covered by agreements of other bodies​[9]​.

	The school support staff paybill was £7.9 billion in English maintained schools which was around 22 per cent of total school based gross revenue expenditure in 2008-09. 







Mr Philip Ashmore  
Independent Chair School Support Staff Negotiating Body 


29 July 2009 
Dear Philip,
I am very pleased to confirm that the School Support Staff Negotiating Body (SSSNB) was established by the Secretary of State under the prerogative powers on 7 July 2009. The statutory SSSNB will not be established until the relevant provisions of the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Bill are brought into force later this year. In the meantime, I want the non-statutory body to begin the work that will fall within the statutory body's remit when it is established.

I am writing to set out those matters that I am referring to the SSSNB for its consideration.

In order to meet the commitment I made in the Children's Plan, to establish a national pay and conditions framework for all school support staff in maintained schools, I require the SSSNB to initially focus on considering, with a view to reaching agreement on, the following matters:

• The production of a core contract of employment to cover remuneration, duties and working time;

	The design of national job role profiles to cover core school support staff     roles;

• The development and production of a method for converting those job role profiles into a salary structure,





In considering all of these matters, the SSSNB must have regard to the following factors:
a.	The need for the process for determining the pay and conditions, relating to the duties and working time, of support staff pay to be practical to implement in all maintained schools.

b.	The need to minimise any additional administrative burdens and cost implications of the framework's introduction.

c.	The need to ensure that all agreements: are affordable in the context of the public expenditure settlement for schools; are consistent with the achievement of the Government's inflation target, have regard to government policy on public sector pay settlements and wider economic and labour market conditions

d.	The need to ensure that in reaching agreements, due consideration is given to equality and diversity issues and that best practice is adhered to.

e.	The importance of achieving a consistent and coherent pay and conditions structure that brings about national consistency and local flexibility.

f.	The need to recruit and retain sufficient numbers of high quality support staff in our schools.

g.	That the pay and conditions framework must contribute to the effective deployment of a workforce that supports the vision for a 21st century school.

h.	The need to ensure that all support staff within a school are deployed effectively and in a way that enables them to be fairly rewarded, develop their skills and progress in their careers,

i.	The need to ensure that all activity to develop the new framework complements work being done by the Social Partnership and the Training and Development Agency in support of the remodelling agenda and the development of the wider children's workforce.

j.	The need to ensure that in reaching agreements, due consideration is given to the information relating to the pay and conditions of work of school support staff, commissioned by the Department and provided as a tool to help inform SSSNB discussions.

k.	The necessity for the new framework to cater for those persons who are engaged as apprentices in support staff roles.





that date. I hope that this later date will provide re-assurance to the trade union and employer representatives on the SSSNB who have written to me to express concern about how realistic it would be for the SSSNB to have reached agreement by February 2010. In the meantime, I ask the SSSNB to provide me with a general update on its progress in dealing with these matters by 30 November 2009 through the Independent Chair.













The Rt Hon Ed Balls MP
Secretary of State





									 30 March 2010
Dear Secretary of State,

SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF NEGOTIATING BODY (SSSNB)
I submitted an updated interim report on SSSNB progress (3 March 2010) which indicated that the body was unlikely to submit any agreements by 28 May 2010 as set out in your referral letter of 29 July 2009.  Although we have made significant progress, I can now confirm that we will not be in a position to submit an agreement by the specified date.

When we met on 9 March you invited me to discuss a revised date for agreements with SSSNB member organisations.  We have reviewed our work programme and the essential steps necessary to reach an agreement.  SSSNB member organisations are agreed that they wish a new pay and conditions framework to be implemented from 1 April 2012.  To achieve that date, we need to complete the following:

	Submitting an employers’ business case for implementation costs to DCSF by 14 September 2010;
	Testing SSSNB’s job evaluation method in local authorities and schools by October 2010 (and refining our implementation plan if necessary);
	Finalising negotiations on a new pay structure, the working year, and a new terms and conditions handbook by 14 December 2010; and
	The required consultation period for Trade Unions and Employers by end of February 2011.








Annex D – Full SSSNB, Executive and Working Groups

Full SSSNB
The constitution establishes the functions of SSSNB in considering matters referred, reaching agreements and submitting them to the Secretary of State. It specifies the membership of the Full SSSNB as: 
	Employers – not exceeding 15 members representing the Local Government Association (LGA), the Foundation and Aided Schools National Association (FASNA), the Church of England Board of Education, and the Catholic Education Service for England and Wales (CESEW) 
	Unions – not exceeding 15 members representing Unison, GMB and Unite the Union, and 
	The former Department for Children, Schools and Families (representing the Secretary of State) and the Training and Development Agency – both as non-voting members.

Arrangements for a quorum of members, substitutes and other invitees are also set out in the constitution.

Executive Group
The Executive Group (a Working Group itself under the SSSNB constitution) has two main functions: to manage the SSSNB work programme including oversight of Working Groups; and to prepare recommendations or proposals for referral to the Full SSSNB.

The Executive Group comprises 12 representatives as follows: LGA/LGE (3); FASNA (1); C of E Education Division (1); CESEW (1); Unison (3); GMB (2); Unite the Union (1); plus DCSF (1); and TDA (1).  The Group is chaired by the independent chair supported by the independent secretariat.  

Working Groups
Two Working Groups were also set up under the direction of SSSNB and with agreed terms of reference​[10]​. 

a) Core Contract and Working Year Working Group 
This group assists the SSSNB in reaching agreements on the core contract and the working year. The group aims to draw on previous DCSF commissioned work, review options, reach consensus and present recommendations to the Executive Group, and prepare relevant guidance. It is chaired by the independent chair.

b) Role Profiles and Job Measurement Working Group  
This group assists the SSSNB in reaching agreements on establishing national role profiles and a job measurement method. The group aims to reach consensus and recommend to the Executive Group a set of national role profiles, a job matching and evaluation method, testing and implementation arrangements, and an initial pay structure. It is chaired by a senior member of the independent secretariat.
Annex E – Independent Chair’s interim reports

INTERIM REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE ON SSSNB PROGRESS – 1 DECEMBER 2009

SUMMARY
1.	The interim report below provides a general update of progress as required by the Secretary of State’s Referral Letter of 29 July 2009.

2.	Considerable progress has been made in this new area of negotiated but regulated determination of pay and conditions. In these first five months a good start has been made, with some inevitable issues and challenges still to overcome.

3.	The interim report sets out progress in three areas:
	A.	Operation of the Body (paragraphs 7 and 8);
	B.	Progress against Referral Letter matters (paragraphs 9 to 25);
	C.	SSSNB remit (paragraphs 26 to 31).

4.	Operation of the Body: the three tier structure for managing our business and our meeting frequency is described below (paragraphs 7 and 8). The Employers’ Side have made clear that the employers they represent are not wholeheartedly in support of the SSSNB process although they continue to participate positively and in good faith.

5.	Referral Letter matters:
(a)	Core Contract – substantial agreement has been reached between Employers and Unions and a draft Core Contract sent out for informal consultation on 6 November 2009. Feedback is due by 15 December 2009. Development of the Core Contract has resulted in further discussion of DCSF’s position on SSSNB’s remit. If the remit is narrowed to exclude the majority of terms and conditions the Core Contract becomes a much more difficult matter to deliver;

(b)	Working Year – there is agreement that there should be a single method to define the Working Year. However, there is much work to be done on narrowing the gap between the different Employer/Trade Union positions on this matter;

(c)	Job role profiles – considerable progress in agreeing job families and profiles has been achieved. Under OME’s lead and with full Employer/Union support, external expertise was commissioned to provide consultancy support for Phase 1 of a 3-Phase programme of consultancy and support and funding was approved by the Secretary of State for Phases 1 and 2 (the latter subject to provisos – see paragraph 23);

(d)	Job evaluation – a JE scheme has been broadly agreed, subject to initial testing (of factors and levels) and our consultants’ review by the end of February 2010. It will be presented to the Full SSSNB for agreement and full testing will take place in Phase 2;

(e)	Implementation strategy – yet to be discussed in detail by SSSNB as further work on the framework is required. Consultants will provide advice (by end of February 2010) on the first stage of an implementation strategy (covering schedule, costs and resources and issues for managing transition and steady state);

(f)	Other issues – we have:
(i)	Initiated discussions on how the pay and conditions framework can bring about “national consistency and local flexibility”;
(ii)	Agreed SSSNB’s information requirements and asked DCSF to address identified information gaps; and
(iii)	Agreed a joint approach to communications and the requirement for a communications strategy and detailed plan.

(g)	Factors in the Referral Letter to have regard to – we have been mindful throughout of the 11 factors across all strands of our work (see paragraphs 24-25);

(h)	Progress against the Referral Letter timings:
(i)	The Referral Letter requires the Body to deliver to the Secretary of State “any agreements that it has reached by 28 May 2010”.  As can be seen from this interim report substantial progress has been made but there is still much to do.  Progress towards that date is good.  Eventual success will depend on a smooth passage through some difficult issues particularly the remit, willingness to compromise, and successful testing of role profiles and the job evaluation scheme;
(ii)	We also identified that “everything is agreed or nothing is agreed” is an issue to be addressed and this will have a significant bearing on timing and outcomes.

6.	SSSNB remit:
(a)	We have spent a considerable time seeking clarification of our remit.   Both Employers and Trade Unions clearly understood that they had a wide-ranging remit to cover all terms and conditions of support staff to help national consistency and to avoid equal pay claims;

(b)	Development of the Core Contract covering all contractual terms for school support staff (as recommended by BCHR​[11]​) led to the clear need to establish a School Support Staff Terms and Conditions Handbook to avoid an excessively long and cluttered contract;

(c)	DCSF told us that the statutory remit is worded to mirror that in place for school teachers.  If matters were to arise that fell outside the remit of the SSSNB this should be for the Trade Unions and Employers to decide where and how those matters should be negotiated.  In recent weeks DCSF has informed us that, in their view, the majority of terms and conditions (as defined in the draft Terms and Conditions Handbook) fall outside the remit of SSSNB.  According to the most recent DCSF advice (November 2009), the body’s remit covers only three items in the draft Core Contract: job title, remuneration and working hours.  This message caused serious and unified concern among Employers and Unions and we are still in conversation with DCSF over this matter;

(d)	We await further DCSF comments.  If the remit does exclude the majority of terms and conditions, it raises the question which body should consider the significant number of matters outside the remit; it creates serious difficulties with the Core Contract; it is the strong view of Employers that it introduces significant risk of equal value claims; and it makes movement of support staff away from the local government arena towards its own separate Body increasingly difficult.  The issue is being given high priority by all the parties.

A.	OPERATION OF THE BODY
7.	The Full SSSNB held its inaugural meeting on 7 July 2009.  We agreed a three tier approach to managing our business:
	The Full SSSNB – to hold the decision-making function and direct the Executive Group;
	The Executive Group – to manage the work programme including oversight of working groups and to prepare recommendations or proposals for referral to the Full SSSNB; and
	Working Groups – the first two are (i) the Core Contract and Working Year Working Group and (ii) the Role Profiles and Job Measurement Working Group.

8.	We have held 24 meetings – 3 meetings of the Full SSSNB, 7 meetings of the Executive Group, 7 meetings of the Core Contract and Working Year Working Group, and 7 meetings of the Role Profiles and Job Measurement Working Group.  In conducting our business, the Employers’ Side has made it clear that the employers they represented were not wholeheartedly in support of the SSSNB process although the Employers’ Side continued to participate positively and in good faith. 

B.	PROGRESS AGAINST REFERRAL LETTER MATTERS

THE PRODUCTION OF A CORE CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT TO COVER REMUNERATION, DUTIES AND WORKING TIME
Core Contract
9.	We have concluded the initial phase of work to produce a draft Core Contract for national application.  The draft contract draws on DCSF’s earlier commissioned research from BCHR.  We reached consensus on all the contract clauses except those key ones covering remuneration and holidays.  These are the subject of separate negotiations.  The draft of the contract includes employer guidance notes and cross-references to local procedures where appropriate.

10.	Our discussions on the Core Contract have also identified the necessity for a new School Support Staff Terms and Conditions Handbook and work has started to identify its content in draft.  This Handbook is central to our discussions on the Body’s remit.  If the remit is narrowed to exclude the majority of terms and conditions, the Core Contract becomes a much more difficult matter to deliver.

11.	The draft contract is currently under informal consultation through SSSNB member organisations (using the Employers’ Side “sounding board” and regional networks, Union national committees, and CofE Directors of Education and secondary heads) – feedback is due by 15 December 2009.  The aim is to agree modifications to the contract and guidance notes and determine the requirements for legal advice in January and February 2010.

12.	Successful progress on this issue is closely linked to clarifying SSSNB’s remit as soon as possible.

Working Year
13.	The definition of the Working Year is a particular concern to the support staff workforce as significant numbers work term time and part time but also many support staff work a longer year.  We have reviewed the two options recommended by BCHR earlier in 2009.  Employers and Trade Unions have undertaken further work and defined their proposed methodologies for calculating the working year.  There is agreement that a single method clearly understandable to the workforce is required to promote consistency.  

14.	The Employers’ Side favour application of a consistent methodology based on pro rating from full time working (37 hours per week for 52 weeks).  The Trade Union Side propose that term time working should become the working year drawing on the school teachers’ model.

15.	Under either model, definitions of working days, non-working days and holidays are essential and require legal advice, which is being sought.  The implications for pension entitlements (particularly reckonable service) are also being kept under review.

16.	This area is proving contentious and appreciable negotiation is still required on the two methodologies.  The next step is consideration of the detailed legal advice.

THE DESIGN OF NATIONAL JOB ROLE PROFILES TO COVER CORE SCHOOL SUPPORT STAFF ROLES
17.	We have pooled extensive information on support staff roles to arrive at an agreed list of job families and profiles.  Sources included BCHR’s recommended 61 role profiles, and the roles identified by local authorities, TDA, DISS​[12]​, the Schools Recruitment Service and DCSF’s Workforce Data Standards​[13]​.  All SSSNB member organisations were consulted on the coverage.

18.	Detailed discussions agreed five job families and 112 support staff jobs requiring profiles.  The extensive coverage of profiles (which includes different levels of roles) was considered essential to reflect the workforce and to support a matching process under job evaluation – the numbers may be pared back.  Profiles will incorporate occupational standards and apprenticeship requirements.  The agreed list and source data from around 40 local authorities form the basis of our consultants’ work with SSSNB member organisations to develop a national set of role profiles by the end of February 2010.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF A METHOD FOR CONVERTING THOSE JOB ROLE PROFILES INTO A SALARY STRUCTURE (JOB EVALUATION)
19.	In early discussions, we agreed that a bespoke job evaluation system was required and that extensive testing in schools was essential.  We also assessed the key aspects of NHS Agenda for Change.  BCHR’s recommended job evaluation scheme and further technical advice from the Union Side’s job evaluation adviser provided a base for detailed SSSNB discussions.  We have broadly agreed a scheme, which has been initially assessed against an equal pay model​[14]​ but the scheme needs testing in the field.  Our discussions have also highlighted the areas required for initial testing and the extensive testing in Phase 2.

20.	In conjunction with agreeing a set of role profiles, our consultants are reviewing the job evaluation scheme as proposed by SSSNB.  Initial testing of the scheme against the role profiles and “real” jobs from a sample of 15 schools will produce a job evaluation scheme ready for a full testing programme in Phase 2.  The scheme will be presented to SSSNB’s Executive Group by the end of February 2010 for agreement.  We will begin discussions on the pay structure and assimilation early in December 2009.

A STRATEGY THAT WILL EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENT THE NATIONAL PAY AND CONDITIONS’ FRAMEWORK IN ALL SCHOOLS MAINTAINED BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN ENGLAND INCLUDING A METHODOLOGY TO MANAGE BOTH TRANSITION AND THE STEADY STATE
21.	The strategy to manage implementation of a new framework has yet to be discussed in detail by SSSNB, as further work on the framework is required.  However, we have identified the need for accurate data to inform an assessment of implementation costs.

22.	We have asked our consultants to provide advice on the first stage of an implementation strategy.  This will capture an appraisal of our options, consideration of potential providers and the required supporting resources (staff, training and materials).  Our consultants will advise on the schedule for implementation, including the full testing phase, potential costs and issues for managing transition and steady state.  The plan will be presented to SSSNB’s Executive Group by the end of February 2010 and, once agreed by SSSNB, will specifically support the next stage of full testing.

23.	Other issues
(a)	We have agreed a business case for consultancy support in three phases (i) to design and develop a set of national role profiles, a bespoke job evaluation system and an implementation programme (ii) a testing phase and (iii) full implementation.  Funding for Phases 1 and 2 was approved by the Secretary of State on 14 October with provisos on Phase 2.  Phase 2 is subject to the outputs from Phase 1 meeting the requirements of the Referral Letter, meeting the timelines in the business case and reporting on the feasibility of delivering a new system;

(b)	We have commissioned external expertise to undertake the design and development phase with a completion date of 28 February 2010.  The outcomes will inform the testing phase for which procurement and project management arrangements are under discussion.  In view of the continued reservations of the employers they represent, the Employers’ Side decided it would be inappropriate for them to lead on the procurement of Phase 2, preferring the project to be independently-led albeit with their active participation;

(c)	We have initiated discussions on how a pay and conditions framework can bring about “national consistency and local flexibility”;

(d)	We have agreed on SSSNB’s information requirements and written to DCSF to address identified information gaps; and

(e)	We have agreed a joint approach to communications and the requirements for a strategy and a detailed plan.  Required resources are also under discussion.  We have issued joint communications on our progress and have set up the SSSNB page on the OME website.

FACTORS IN THE REFERRAL LETTER TO HAVE REGARD TO
24.	Our considerations to date have been consistent with the 11 factors in the Referral Letter.  Our outputs, when further developed, will need to be tested against several of the factors covering the wider context including affordability, the inflation target, public sector pay policy, economic and labour market conditions (all factor c), recruitment and retention (f), 21st Century Schools (g), and the remodelling agenda and wider workforce (i).  

25.	Specifically, the development of an implementation plan has included consideration of practicality (factor a) and administrative burdens and cost (b).  Our work on role profiles and job evaluation has sought to ensure equality and diversity (factor d), to incorporate developing skills and careers (h), and to include new entrant apprenticeships (k).  The SSSNB Executive Group has initiated discussions on national consistency and local flexibility (factor e) supported by papers from Employers and Unions.  All the strands of our work have drawn extensively on DCSF’s earlier commissioned research (factor j) as starting and reference points for negotiations.

C.	SSSNB REMIT
26.	We have sought clarification of our remit.  At previous SSWG meetings earlier in 2009 and at our first Full SSSNB meeting in July 2009, the Employers and Unions believed that the remit was wide-ranging and should cover all support staff terms and conditions in order to aid national consistency and to avoid equal value claims.  DCSF’s view was that the statutory remit specifically mirrored arrangements for school teachers but it did not automatically exclude those matters covered under the “Burgundy Book” for school teachers.  DCSF added that if an issue was raised outside the statutory remit it would be for Trade Unions and Employers to decide how it would be negotiated.  DCSF agreed to assist the SSSNB by indicating whether certain matters identified would/could be considered to be within remit.

27.	At our first Executive Group in July 2009, DCSF, Employers and Unions agreed that SSSNB’s approach should not be too prescriptive and therefore areas for negotiation would need to be worked through and tested as they arose.  

28.	Part of our work has been to produce a core contract of employment which has necessarily covered all required contractual terms and led to the clear need to establish a School Support Staff Terms and Conditions Handbook.

29.	Once a draft Core Contract was ready for informal consultation in November 2009 DCSF informed us on its continuing work on the statutory remit and provided its definitions of remuneration, duties and working time.  It added that matters outside these definitions would require separate negotiations between Employers and Unions and could not be included in SSSNB agreements.  The majority of terms and conditions included in the draft Terms and Conditions Handbook, it said, appeared to be outside the remit of SSSNB.  DCSF advised us that the remit was restricted to three areas – remuneration, duties and working time – which correspond to just three items included in the draft Core Contract: job title, remuneration and working hours.

30.	Employers and Unions feel very strongly that all terms and conditions should be within the remit and we are awaiting further DCSF comments on the draft core contract.  If the remit excludes the majority of terms and conditions, it raises the question of which body should consider matters defined by DCSF as outside the remit.  The Unions believe that they had received assurances from Ministers and DCSF on a wide-ranging remit.  Employers have stressed that they believe the absence of a separate and statutory source for all terms and conditions would create a significant risk of triggering equal value claims.  Local Authorities have made clear that they are not prepared to risk re-opening single status agreements under the SSSNB remit as described by DCSF.  The Employers and Unions will be making joint representations to Ministers (provisionally scheduled for 10 December).









UPDATED INTERIM REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE ON SSSNB PROGRESS – 3 MARCH 2010

1.	I submitted my interim report in December 2009 as required by the Secretary of State’s Referral Letter.  In our subsequent discussions, I agreed to provide the Secretary of State with a further update in March 2010.

Summary
2.	a) The SSSNB continues to make significant progress on the matters within the Referral Letter, although resolving the coverage of the statutory remit remains a priority.
b) This issue, together with the desire to have a comprehensive agreement rather than a piecemeal one, has delayed our progress and both Sides now believe it is unlikely that agreements will be concluded in time to submit them to you by 28 May.  If this is the case we may request that you defer the deadline.
c) We have continued detailed negotiation on the core contract, including the first draft of a Terms and Conditions Handbook, and to define the working year.
d) Our Design and Development work is on course to successfully deliver national support staff role profiles, a bespoke job evaluation scheme and an implementation plan for the new framework allowing us to undertake testing in schools during spring/summer 2010.  The plan points to full implementation by employers by April 2012 with an option for early implementation in April 2011.

SSSNB remit
3.	Clarification and coverage of the statutory remit continues to be a major concern and a potential barrier to reaching SSSNB agreements.  The Employers’ Side continues to make clear that, to avoid equal value risks, school support staff pay and conditions should have a “single source” which under the statutory remit would be the Secretary of State.  That can only be achieved if there is a statutory requirement for employers to employ support staff on contracts that incorporate SSSNB agreements.  The Trade Union Side support this view.

4.	Unfortunately progress on this issue has been slow.  There is a growing frustration that we are involved in a circular argument: at the present time all issues in the current negotiated arrangements (the National Joint Council Green Book) are incorporated in individual contracts (where the LA is the employer); all Sides want to move from Green Book arrangements to SSSNB-negotiated arrangements; all these SSSNB arrangements need to be incorporated into individual contracts to give a “single source”; but we are told that not all arrangements are within the remit of the SSSNB.  It seems that the one main purpose of the SSSNB is being thwarted by the very legislation put in place to bring it about.

5.	In our January discussion, it was helpful for the Secretary of State to confirm that the intention was to move school support staff from Green Book terms and conditions onto SSSNB negotiated terms and conditions.  SSSNB lead members continue to meet with DCSF officials to discuss the detail.  DCSF has helpfully reviewed specific terms and conditions enabling more to be captured by the statutory remit although four areas remain outside the remit – pensions, Trade Union membership and recognition, equal opportunities and safeguarding children.  However, the Employers’ and Trade Unions’ frustrations remain that all terms and conditions are not underpinned by the statutory remit.

6.	We continue to work with DCSF towards a resolution including further work on: (i) detailed discussion of the four areas outstanding; (ii) a draft implementation agreement including contractual incorporation; and (iii) drafting a School Support Staff Terms and Conditions Handbook.  We expect to make progress on these issues but it is slow.

Referral Letter matters
7.	Core Contract – the Employers and Unions have made good progress in agreeing the provisions of a support staff contract.  Both Sides are working on a draft Terms and Conditions Handbook which will set out contract provisions, national conditions within the remit and other national agreements.  Progress on the contract provisions and Handbook is closely linked to resolving the remit coverage.

8.	Working Year – the Sides continue to agree that there should be a single definition of the Working Year and it should be transparent for support staff.  In the meantime, the Sides have summarised their positions on defining the Working Year.  As reported earlier, narrowing the gap between the different Employer/Trade Union positions remains a challenge.

9.	Job role profiles and job evaluation – Employers, Unions and the TDA have undertaken considerable work with the contractors to arrive at a set of around 100 support staff role profiles.  We have also revised the factors and levels of our bespoke job evaluation scheme and assessed/scored our profiles against the scheme.  The contractors have also tested the scheme by evaluating job descriptions from nine schools.  This work will be complete by early March ready for full testing of the profiles and scheme in a sample of 750 schools through 10 local authorities across all English regions in the spring/summer.

10.	Implementation strategy – we have received extensive advice on an Implementation Plan suggesting that, subject to successful testing, full implementation by employers might begin by 2012 with an option for early implementation in April 2011.  The Implementation Plan will be completed in early March and will provide an assessment of options, a feasibility assessment, a risk analysis, a full project plan, and a commentary on costs and burdens.  The plan is also cross-referenced to the factors for consideration in the Referral Letter where appropriate.

11.	Phase 2 Testing – the Employers and Unions will shortly sign off on the outputs of Phase 1 Design and Development to allow transition to Phase 2 Testing.  We have agreed a specification to enable commissioning of Phase 2 by Easter using the Office of Manpower Economics’ contract procedures.  Phase 2 is designed to test the scheme and profiles in a representative sample of 750 schools (managed through 10 local authorities), to collect relevant sample pay data and to refine the Implementation Plan.

12.	Salary structure – the Employers and Unions have held preliminary discussions on designing a pay structure including assessing the extent and need for additional allowances.  This work will draw on sample support staff pay data from the testing phase to help model the transitional paybill costs to a new framework.  The discussions aim to arrive at initial conclusions on a pay structure by summer 2010 to co-incide with Phase 2 outputs.

13.	Other issues – we have:
(iv)	Reached an initial conclusion on the need for “national consistency” on  role profiles, job evaluation and a pay structure and enabling “local flexibility” through staffing structures determined according to the needs of schools;
(v)	Managed Phase 1 consultancy for which additional detailed work on roles and evaluation was requested by SSSNB and has pushed the consultancy costs slightly over budget (£110,000 approved – likely final cost £122,000).  DCSF funding was approved in principle for Phase 2 and we will keep under review whether we need to bid for extra resource.  In the longer term, we will need to assess implementation costs and the necessity for the Employers’ Side to submit a further business case to support implementation from 2011 onwards;
(vi)	Started work on a joint communications plan; and
(vii)	Worked with DCSF to ensure consistent classification of workforce information for the new School Workforce Census.

Progress against the Referral Letter timings
14.	a) My comments above on the remit indicate that this has been a frustrating and a difficult area.  There is no doubt that progress has been slowed by this issue.  There is also a desire (described in the Interim Report as “everything is agreed or nothing is agreed”) to deliver a comprehensive agreement rather than a piecemeal one.
	b) As a consequence of the above I believe that, at this time (3 March), it is unlikely that agreements will be concluded in time to submit them to you by 28 May.  If this is the case we may request that you defer the deadline.  It is important that the Body discusses this possibility in greater detail.  If we do seek a deferment we need to be clear to what date.
c) Our Implementation Plan points to full implementation by employers by April 2012 with an option for early implementation in April 2011.  These dates are subject to successful testing and a smooth passage through implementation by the Employers.

PHILIP ASHMORE – SSSNB INDEPENDENT CHAIR – 3 March 2010
This report can be found at: www.ome.uk.com (​http:​/​​/​www.ome.uk.com​).  

If you wish to order paper copies, please contact: 
Roger Anderson
SSSNB Secretariat






































^1	  SSSNB constitution available at www.ome.uk.com.
^2	  Raising Standards and Tackling Workload: a National Agreement – 15 January 2003.
^3	  Higher Standards, Better Schools for All – 2005. 
^4	  Available at www.opsi.gov.uk.
^5	  The School Support Staff Negotiating Body (Excluded Persons) Regulations 2010 (SI – 2010 no 856) available at www.opsi.gov.uk.
^6	  Additional procedural arrangements available at www.ome.uk.com.
^7	  DfE Statistical First Release 11/2010 published on 26 May 2010.
^8	  LGA breakdown of DCSF School Census and Annual Survey of Teachers in Service and Teacher Vacancies, January 2009.
^9	  The School Support Staff Negotiating Body (Excluded Persons) Regulations 2010 (SI - 2010 No 856).
^10	  Terms of reference available at www.ome.uk.com.
^11	  A National Pay and Conditions Framework for School Support Staff – BCHR, March 2009.
^12	  Deployment and Impact of School Staff – Institute of Education, University of London.
^13	  These standards are to facilitate the consistent collection of workforce data including from the Schools Workforce Census from 2010.
^14	  Equal Opportunities Commission’s equal pay review model.
